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 1 Peter 3:8-12 

8 Finally, all of you, have unity of spirit, sympathy, love for one another, a tender heart, and a humble 
mind. 9 Do not repay evil for evil or abuse for abuse; but, on the contrary, repay with a blessing. It is for 
this that you were called—that you might inherit a blessing. 10 For 

“Those who desire life 
    and desire to see good days, 
let them keep their tongues from evil 
    and their lips from speaking deceit; 
11 let them turn away from evil and do good; 
    let them seek peace and pursue it. 
12 For the eyes of the Lord are on the righteous, 
    and his ears are open to their prayer. 
But the face of the Lord is against those who do evil.” 

 I’m truly starting to think that whoever put the list of readings together for these daily devotions decided to 
give me texts to review that would cause me to think, “Well, I don’t know about that.” I completely agree with 
the phrase, “Do not repay evil for evil”, and if I type it out enough times maybe my belief will turn into action. 
In an objective manner, I agree with this sentiment because as Christians we are called to love everyone. 
We look to our Lord and Savior who proclaims to God the Father from the cross, “Forgive them, for they 
know not what they are doing”. And yet, this call to Christian action is truly difficult when one is faced with 
evil, and it seems as if no amount of good or blessing on my part will do anything to remove the evil from 
the world. 

What do I do when I see the good in the world seemingly trampled by those who have no concern for the 
other? 

How do I respond when those who only seek their own abundant life, instead of the abundant life of all 
creation, yell their “truth” so loudly that it becomes impossible to drown out their voices? 

What do I seek out when I see sickness and death being perpetrated against the vulnerable? 

Well, this is my prayer, and I believe that it is in line with the words of St. Peter. May we stand against evil, 
abuse, deceit, sickness, and death, by raising up our voices and acting in the truth of the good news of God. 
May I seek God’s peace and pursue it, remembering that peace and love are not silent and weak, but 
confident and strong as we live in the hope of the victory of the resurrection. Amen. 

 


